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Slave Girl of Gor
Blood Brothers of Gor
A battle between two species may determine the fate
of the world in this long-running adventure saga. John
Norman takes you on a journey to “World’s End,” a
set of once-unknown islands far west of the
continental mainland. Lying across vast, turbulent
Thassa, these mysterious islands were reached for
the first time during the historic voyage of the ship of
Tersites. Now this remote locale has been chosen by
two warring, technologically advanced species—the
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bestial, imperialistic, predatory Kurii, and the retiring,
secretive Priest-Kings, the “gods of Gor.” On this alltoo-real “gaming board,” a roll of the dice will
determine the fortunes and fate of Gor—and perhaps
that of Earth. Few realize the momentous nature of
the conflict, seeing in it no more than a local war for
territory and power. Those who grasp the dimensions
of the game realize that the stakes are nothing less
than the world itself. Rediscover this brilliantly
imagined world where men are masters and women
live to serve their every desire. Rebels of Gor is the
33rd book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order.

The Last Assassin
Hoping to reconcile with the mother of his child,
reluctant contract killer John Rain inadvertently places
them in the path of dangerous enemies and is forced
to recruit the help of his nemesis from the Japanese
FBI and an ex-Marine sniper. Reprint.

Mercenaries of Gor
Armor
The Publishers' Trade List Annual
Sensual fantasy scenarios to spice things up in the
bedroom. In 1974, the author of the controversial and
popular Gor novels revealed his vision for an exciting,
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fulfilling sex life for all. Imaginative Sex outlines John
Norman’s philosophy on relations between the sexes.
In the first nine chapters, from “Imaginative Sex: The
New Sexual Revolution,” through “Love, Hunters and
Evolution,” “Marriage, Sex and Normality,” “Sex and
the Brain,” “Marriage and the Ventilation of
Emotions,” “Privacy,” “Disease,” “Requirements for
Imaginative Sex,” to “Imaginative Techniques,”
Norman details and develops his theories and ideas
about sex in the modern age. In the tenth chapter,
“Sensuous Fantasies: Recipes for Pleasure,” he
presents fifty‐three scenarios designed to reintroduce
fantasy and intimacy to the bedroom. Examples
include: the Aphrodisiac Fantasy, the
Rites‐of‐Submission Fantasy, the Lady Fantasy, the
I‐Am‐His‐Slave‐Girl Fantasy, the Safari Fantasy, and
the Blindfolded‐Lovers Fantasy, as well as many other
sensuous suggestions, detailed for the enjoyment of
all truly adult readers. Find out what really lies behind
the philosophy of Gor and the ways in which roleplaying can spice up any love life. The book ends with
an epilogue and a set of appendices that cover these
important topics: Garments, Ties, Apparel in Fantasy,
Notes on How to Buy a Slave Girl, and Notes on
Investments, Documents, and Conception.

Guardsman of Gor
Tarl Cabot must prove his final loyalty to the harsh
and caste-bound planet known as Counter Earth.
“Surrender Gor,” reads a message sent from the
Others, a mysterious people from the worlds of steel.
Either the proud rulers of Gor must submit or be
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destroyed. Now Tarl is leaving the decadent city of
Port Kar to wander in the wilds of Gor, taking up the
sword to defend his rulers and enemies, the PriestKings. For he knows that the fate of his home planet,
Earth, is inextricably tied to the fate of Gor.
Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men
are masters and women live to serve their every
desire. Tribesmen of Gor is the 10th book in the
Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in
any order.

Fighting Slave of Gor
A shy librarian from Earth learns her true female
nature as a slave dancer on the planet Gor in this
fantasy series where men dominate women. Doreen
Williamson is a quiet, shy librarian on Earth. Like
many other young women, she is distrustful of her
attractions, frightened of men, introverted in manner
and sexually inhibited. She lives within a quiet, lonely,
dissatisfying, sheltered, and frustrated desperation,
distant from her true self, her nature denied, her only
friends books and her secret thoughts. In the
realization and enactment of a profound fantasy, after
acute self-conflict, she dares to study a form of dance
in which she is at last free to move her body as a
female, a form of dance in which she may revel in her
beauty and womanhood, a form of dance historically
commanded by masters of selected, suitable slaves:
belly dance. She must then dance, for the first time,
before men. In doing so, she discovers her own
desirability and that she may be well bid upon.
Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men
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are masters and women live to serve their every
desire. Dancer of Gor is the 22nd book in the Gorean
Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in any
order.

Witness of Gor
In Ghost Dance, it is through Chance’s keen eyes and
weary heart that readers embark on a journey of
discovery and sorrow. On the run across the plains,
Chance stumbles upon Running Horse, a Sioux warrior
enacting the sacred and violent ritual of the Sun
Dance. Quickly, Chance is pulled into the world of the
Sioux people. As their civilization teeters on the brink
of destruction, the Sioux perform the mournful and
frightening Ghost Dance. Clashes with the white man
are frequent; the Wounded Knee Massacre
approaches, still in the unknown distance; and
violence and anger threaten the traditions of a proud
and once‐great people. Nearby, in her quaint sod
house, Miss Lucia Turner awaits the full impact of
those clashes. Dust on the horizon signals great
change coming to her once‐simple life. Lucia will soon
become a different kind of woman. With Ghost Dance,
author John Norman brings the same vigor and
passion of storytelling and imagination that enriches
his classic Gor novels to a vivid story of historical
upheaval and personal exploration.

Assassin of Gor
Ghost Dance
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Tarl Cabot must prove his final loyalty to the harsh
and caste-bound planet known as Counter Earth.
“Surrender Gor,” reads a message sent from the
Others, a mysterious people from the worlds of steel.
Either the proud rulers of Gor must submit or be
destroyed. Now Tarl is leaving the decadent city of
Port Kar to wander in the wilds of Gor, taking up the
sword to defend his rulers and enemies, the PriestKings, for he knows that the fate of his home planet,
Earth, is inextricably tied to the fate of Gor.
Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men
are masters and women live to serve their every
desire. Slave Girl of Gor is the 11th book in the
Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in
any order.

Books in Print Supplement
Dr. Brenda Hamilton—a PhD mathematician from
Caltech—is beautiful, though she does not know her
true beauty. She is a woman, though she does not
know her true womanhood. Deep within herself she is
sensual, though her senses have been dulled by this
modern world. Hamilton has come to Africa to work
under the brilliant Danish scientist Herjellsen, a man
who speaks of reaching the stars. But what does the
ancient stone axe laying on his lab table have to do
with space travel? Soon it becomes clear that
Herjellsen’s experiment is much larger than Hamilton
or Herjellsen or even space travel itself. It is about
correcting a mistake made tens of thousands of years
ago in human evolution. Thrown back in time,
Hamilton must be shown her place in a tribe known
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simply as “the Men,” Stone Age hunters who take
what they desire and know their true manhood. Will
Hamilton survive in this savage land? Will her lover,
Tree, teach her what it truly means to be a woman?
Can the spark between them put mankind back on its
proper path toward the stars? In Time Slave, author
John Norman brings the same keen philosophical
acuity and passion for storytelling that enrich his
classic Gor novels. Fans of his work will love the fresh
take on his theories and the bold adventure that
brings them to life.

Tarnsman of Gor
Tarl Cabot is caught up in intrigues and rivalries on
the planet of Gor in this science fantasy adventure.
On Gor, there are numerous mercenary
companies—some larger, some smaller—whose
services may be purchased or bid upon for given
periods of time. The allegiance of these companies is
to their pay and their captains. The forces of Cos and
Tyros, powerful maritime ubarates, and their allies
have now beached upon the mainland and are
utilizing the city of Torcodino as a repository for
supplies, in preparation to march on a nighundefended and unprepared Ar. Should Ar fall, the
disinterested tolerances and neutralities, and even
the balance of power long sustained between Ar and
the great maritime ubarates—things that made the
existence of the independent companies
possible—will vanish, a development threatening the
very existence of the independent companies. But
when Cabot arrives in Ar, it is a city rife with doubt,
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dissension, and treason. To whom shall the letters be
delivered, and whom can he trust? Rediscover this
brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire. Mercenaries of
Gor is the 21st book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

Conspirators of Gor - Special Edition
Ar, defeated, shamed, and systematically looted, is
occupied by Cosian forces. Perhaps Marlenus of Ar
alone, the great ubar, could remind the men of their
Home Stone and its meaning. But it is thought that he
perished in the Voltai. Young women from Earth
brought to Gor are commonly taken to the markets to
be branded, collared, and sold as the delicious, lovely
livestock they are. Such is the case of a young woman
whom we shall call Janice, for that was her Gorean
slave name. In the prison pits of piratical Treve there
exists a chained prisoner who believes himself to be
of the Gorean peasantry. The nature and even the
existence of this prisoner, strangely enough, is a
closely guarded secret. In order to better keep this
secret, it is decided that his servant and warder had
best not be a native Gorean. Rediscover this brilliantly
imagined world where men are masters and women
live to serve their every desire. Witness of Gor is the
26th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order.

Rogue of Gor
A man from Earth battles his way out of slavery on
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the planet of Gor, where men are meant to be
masters over women. Emotionally lost, Jason Marshall
finds himself thrust into a lengthy struggle to save his
beloved from slavery on an Earthlike world called Gor.
Kidnapped and helpless, Jason begins a life on Gor as
a slave and becomes a prominent warrior. He must
battle his way to freedom, if only to liberate his love
from the clutches of the alien slave emporium. Will
Jason overcome the numerous obstacles he
encounters? Will he ever reunite with the girl he
loves? Can he survive the trials and tribulations he
must endure on Gor? Rediscover this brilliantly
imagined world where men are masters and women
live to serve their every desire. Fighting Slave of Gor
is the 14th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

SF Published in 1972
Tarl Cabot finds himself transported back to CounterEarth from the sedate life he has known as a history
professor on Earth. He is glad to be back in his role as
a dominant warrior and again in the arms of his true
love. Yet Tarl finds that his name on Gor has been
tainted, his city defiled, and all those he loves made
outcasts. He is no longer in the position of a proud
warrior, but an outlaw for whom the simplest answers
must come at a high price. He wonders why the PriestKings have called him back to Gor, and whether it is
only to render him powerless. Rediscover this
brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire.
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Beasts of Gor
An Earth man and former slave rises through the
ranks of the Gorean army. Thrust into a life full of
woeful twists and turns, Jason Marshall has contended
with the prehistoric customs and immeasurable power
of the Goreans. His struggles on Gor, a planet
resembling Earth, included escaping imprisonment,
enslavement, and redeeming lost land. Jason has
fought to regain control of his life. Having ascended to
a position of power in the Gorean army, Jason must
prevail in a battle that seems destined to destroy Gor.
Jason has a lot riding on his success as a war leader:
prestige, wealth, and an Earth girl of goddess-like
beauty. Will Jason be able to win the war and avoid a
fate worse than death? Rediscover this brilliantly
imagined world where men are masters and women
live to serve their every desire. Guardsman of Gor is
the 16th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order.

Outlaw of Gor
John Norman's epic Gorean Saga is one of the longestrunning and most successful series in the history of
fantasy. It is also one of the most controversial. Over
the course of more than thirty books produced over a
span of six decades, the series has sold millions of
copies and built legions of fans unrivaled in their
devotion. E-Reads invites you to rediscover this
brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire.
CONSPIRATORS OF GOR Book 31 of the Gorean Saga
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Picking up where the alien war between Kurii and
Priest-Kings left off, a young woman by the name
Allison Ashton-Baker, involved in playing Gorean
games on Earth, is transported to Ar to become a
major witness of the unfolding events. We meet again
with Lord Grendal, the result of a failed experiment to
mix the genes of humans and Kurii; the Lady Bina,
former pet of Agamemnon, she who dreams of
becoming Ubara of Ar; and Agamemnon himself,
eleventh face of the Nameless One, the illustrious
mastermind behind the Kurrian invasion. Packed with
action, and, as usual, presented with a spicy dressing
of cultural relativism and critical remarks on
modernity and gender relations. Read the entire saga,
now with brilliant new cover art specially
commissioned by E-Reads.

Assassin of Gor
Tarl Cabot has always believed himself to be a citizen
of Earth. He has no inkling that his destiny is far
greater than the small planet he has inhabited for the
first twenty-odd years of his life. One frosty winter
night in the New England woods, he finds himself
transported to the planet of Gor, also known as
Counter-Earth, where everything is dramatically
different from anything he has ever experienced. It
emerges that Tarl is to be trained as a Tarnsman, one
of the most honored positions in the rigid, castebound Gorean society. He is disciplined by the best
teachers and warriors that Gor has to offerbut to what
end? This is the first installment of John Norman's
wildly popular and controversial Gor series, which has
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sold millions of copies.

Dancer of Gor
Swordsmen of Gor
Blood will be spilled as a warrior searches for his
missing wife in "a fully detailed alternate world which
is fun to explore" (Fantasy Literature). Tarl Cabot is
the intrepid tarnsman of the planet Gor, a harsh
society with a rigid caste system that enacts the most
brutal form of Social Darwinism. In this volume, Tarl
must search for the truth behind the disappearance of
his beautiful wife, Talena. Have the ruthless PriestKings destroyed her? Tarl vows to find the answer for
himself, journeying to the mountain stronghold of the
kings, knowing full well that no one who has dared
approach the Priest-Kings has ever returned alive . . .
Read the entire saga of this brilliantly imagined world
where men are masters and women live to serve their
every desire. Priest-Kings of Gor is the 3rd book in the
Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in
any order.

Tribesmen of Gor
Trials and tribulations of the violent and the virile
await an Earthman on Gor as the long-running sword
and sorcery series continues. Jason Marshall, an
Earthman enslaved by the Goreans, is learning a
valuable lesson in gender roles and must prove
himself on the planet Gor. Determined to find the
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beautiful Earthwoman who was kidnapped with him,
Jason is caught in the middle of a devastating war
between Ar and the Salerians. Jason must prove
himself a real man and survive the war in hopes of
finally finding the girl of his dreams. Rediscover this
brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire. Rogue of Gor
is the 15th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

Nomads of Gor
A mysterious nomadic tribe may pose a perilous
threat in this alternate-world fantasy adventure in the
long-running series. Join celebrated tarnsman Tarl
Cabot in his latest adventure on the parallel planet of
Gor, with its exotic lifestyle and social norms. Tarl has
dedicated his life to ensuring that the Priest-Kings
survive the harsh lands of Gor, but a savage tribe that
closely guards its secrets has halted his quest. To
continue it, Tarl must unravel the mysteries of this
strange, private band of nomads called the Wagon
People at risk of his life. He is the only man alive who
has not trembled in the presence of this mysterious
tribe. Now he is embarking on the most perilous
adventure of his sojourn on the counter-world of Gor.
Will he be accepted by the tribe and learn the secrets
they guard with their lives—or will he die trying?
Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men
are masters and women live to serve their every
desire. Nomads of Gor is the 4th book in the Gorean
Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in any
order.
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Luna Monthly
Raiders of Gor
A woman from Earth is forced into sex slavery on the
fantasy planet of Counter Earth in this Gorean Saga
novel. In this installment of the Gorean Saga,
beautiful and headstrong Elinor Brinton of Earth finds
herself thrust into the savage world of Counter Earth,
also known as Gor. Brinton must relinquish her earthly
position as a beautiful, wealthy, and powerful woman
when she finds herself a part of the harsh Gorean
society. She is powerless as a female pleasure slave
in the camp of Targo the slave-merchant. Forced to
learn the arts of providing pleasure to any man who
buys her, Elinor is determined to escape.
Nevertheless, she is sold for a high price, and her
master is determined to get his money’s worth . . .
Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men
are masters and women live to serve their every
desire. Captive of Gor is the 7th book in the Gorean
Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in any
order.

Imaginative Sex
Barbarian warriors, sexy slaves, and swordplay on a
Counter-Earth in the series that’s “a legend in
speculative fantasy” (Boing Boing). Long ago in their
intraspecific conflicts, a violent, technologically
sophisticated life form, the Kurii, destroyed their
native world. They now seek another. Between Earth
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and Gor, or the Counter-Earth, and the power of the
imperialistic, predatory Kurii, now ensconced in the
“Steel Worlds,” a number of satellite colonies
concealed amongst the debris of the asteroid belt,
stands only the defensive might of the Priest-Kings of
Gor. Tarl Cabot, once of Bristol, England, laboring on
behalf of the Priest-Kings, once managed to foil a Kur
attempt to set the stage for an invasion of Gor. But to
pursue this mission, Cabot must enter and traverse
the Barrens, the vast Eastern prairies of the primary
Gorean continent, lands contested by tribes of
warring savages, lands forbidden to strangers.
Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men
are masters and women live to serve their every
desire. Savages of Gor is the 17th book in the Gorean
Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in any
order.

Hunters of Gor
The first novel in the long-running sword-and-planet
series set on a Counter-Earth, where warriors rise
above the chaos of bondage and brutality. Tarl Cabot
has always believed himself to be a citizen of Earth.
He has no inkling that his destiny is far greater than
the small planet he has inhabited for the first twentyodd years of his life. One frosty winter night in the
New England woods, he finds himself transported to
the planet of Gor, also known as Counter Earth, where
everything is dramatically different from anything he
has ever experienced. It emerges that Tarl is to be
trained as a Tarnsman, one of the most honored
positions in the rigid, caste-bound Gorean society. He
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is disciplined by the best teachers and warriors that
Gor has to offer . . . but to what end? Rediscover this
brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire. Tarnsman of
Gor is the 1st book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

Priest-Kings of Gor
On the brutal planet known as Counter Earth, an alien
threat looms . . . Fresh from his exploits in the Steel
Worlds, home of the Kurii, a savage alien race intent
on conquering Gor, Tarl Cabot has been returned to
an isolated beach, at coordinates apparently specified
by the Priest-Kings, the masters of Gor and the enemy
of the Kurii. His only companions are his beautiful new
slave Cecily and Ramar, a ferocious sleen bred in the
Steel Worlds to hunt and kill. But why has he been
returned to such a remote spot? Did the Priest-Kings
wish their former agent to serve them once more? Did
the Kurii intend to use Cabot to further their own
ends? The truth, as Tarl will learn, is darker and
deeper than either of these possibilities. Rediscover
this brilliantly imagined world where men are masters
and women live to serve their every desire.
Swordsmen of Gor is the 29th book in the Gorean
Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in any
order.

Time Slave
A monstrous alien race attempts to conquer the Earthlike planet of Gor, where men are warriors and
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women are sex slaves. The fight for survival on the
primitive, Earth-like world Gor continues with a
ferocity that matches the rest of the series. On Gor,
there are three different kinds of beings that are
labeled beasts: the Kurii, a monster alien race that is
preparing to invade Gor from space; Gorean warriors,
who fight with viciousness almost primitive in its
bloodlust; and then there are the slave girls of Gor,
lowly beasts for men to treat as they see fit, be it as
objects of labor or desire. Now all three come
together as the Kurii fight to take over Gor with its
first beachhead on the planet’s polar ice cap. As all
three kinds of beasts struggle together, an incredible
adventure is told, one that begins in lands of burning
heat and ends up in the bitter cold of the polar north
among the savage red hunters of the polar ice pack.
Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men
are masters and women live to serve their every
desire. Beasts of Gor is the 12th book in the Gorean
Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in any
order.

British Books in Print
Rebels of Gor
“A really fun, Beowulf-style action story” in the longrunning, cult classic science fiction adventure series
set on a Counter Earth (Pulp Week). Former Earthman
Tarl Cabot is now a powerful Tarnsman of the brutal
and caste-bound planet of Gor, also known as Counter
Earth. He embarks on an adventure in the dangerous
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and mysterious wilderness of Gor, pitting his warrior’s
skills against treacherous outlaws, bandits, and
fighters. Three different women are working to bring
change to Tarl’s far-from-peaceful life on Gor: Talena,
his onetime queen and first love; Elizabeth, his brave
fighting partner; and the Amazonian Verna, chief of
the fierce and wild panther women. As Tarl journeys
through the wilderness, the fates of these three
remarkable women will finally be decided. Rediscover
this brilliantly imagined world where men are masters
and women live to serve their every desire.
Marauders of Gor is the 9th book in the Gorean Saga,
but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

Plunder of Gor
Panther girls take center stage on Counter Earth in
the series that “draw[s] on a combination of
philosophy, science-fiction, and erotica” (Vice).
Former Earthman Tarl Cabot is now a powerful
Tarnsman of the brutal and caste-bound planet of
Gor, also known as Counter Earth. He embarks on an
adventure in the dangerous and mysterious
wilderness of Gor, pitting his warrior’s skills against
those of treacherous outlaws, bandits, and fighters.
Three different women are working to bring change to
Tarl’s far-from-peaceful life on Gor: Talena, his
onetime queen and first love; Elizabeth, his brave
fighting partner; and the Amazonian Verna, chief of
the fierce and wild panther women. As Tarl journeys
through the wilderness, the fates of these three
remarkable women will finally be decided. Rediscover
this brilliantly imagined world where men are masters
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and women live to serve their every desire. Hunters of
Gor is the 8th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

Marauders of Gor
Includes authors, titles, subjects.

Smugglers of Gor
Intrigue sets the stage for bloody combat in the series
that “draw[s] on a combination of philosophy, sciencefiction, and erotica” (Vice). The games of Gor are
diverse, as are their players. There are the games of
planetary politics, in which worlds are contested. And
those of cities and ubarates, of ponderous cavalries
and fleets of lateen-rigged ships. And smaller games,
bloody games, played on a square of sand, in which
the counters and pieces are edged weapons. And, too,
there is Kaissa, common on Gor, played with pieces of
wood, on a board of a hundred squares. The major
land power in the northern latitudes of known Gor has
long been the imperium of mighty Ar. Against her
hegemonies on the continent, plans by her major
enemies, the maritime ubarates of Cos and Tyros,
have been carefully drawn to involve attack from
without and subversion from within. Cabot, once of
Earth, is drawn into these intrigues. Rediscover this
brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire. Players of Gor
is the 20th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.
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Paperbacks in Print
A brutal assassin seeks vengeance in an alternate
world where men are masters and women are slaves.
Welcome to Gor, a parallel Earth where social norms
are exotic and the way of life is brutal. In this volume
of the Gorean Saga, the deadly assassin Kuurus is
intent on a bloody mission of vengeance. His
adventure takes him from the caste of the pleasureslaves, who are rigorously trained in the rules and
techniques of sexual ecstasy, to the brutal arenas
where humans participate in deadly hand-to-hand
combat. He witnesses violence, conflict, and
uncertainty, as the inhabitants of Counter Earth are
forced to confront their destinies . . . no matter how
exalted or debased. Rediscover this brilliantly
imagined world where men are masters and women
live to serve their every desire. Assassin of Gor is the
5th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order.

Fiction, 1876-1983: Authors
A well-to-do, upper-class young woman, intelligent,
fashionable, educated, strikingly beautiful,
exploitative, selfish, and haughty, a despiser of men
as she knows them, taking them all as manipulable
weaklings, meets a mysterious, unsettlingly attractive
male at a cocktail party, one who is not only distant
and seemingly immune to her brandished charms, but
who seems to hold her, to her disgruntlement and
indignation, in a subtle contempt. Later her life
undergoes an unexpected, dramatic, and radical
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change. Seized and shipped with others as cargo, as
human cattle, to the beautiful, green, fresh, perilous
world of Gor, she finds she is now only an object and
beast, a slave. She is collared and branded. Her
clothing, if any, and her food, as it might be, are now
at the whim of others. She learns to kneel, to address
the free as “Master” or “Mistress,” to strive to be
pleasing, to obey immediately, beautifully, and
without demur, in all things and in any respect, and to
kiss a whip and hope that it will not be used on her.
Later she meets again, on Gor, the mysterious man
she met long ago at the cocktail party, only now she
is before him, collared and branded, in a rag, on her
knees, a lowly slave.

Savages of Gor
Strapping warriors sail through the seas of a Counter
Earth—where the powerful have every fantasy
fulfilled—in this cult classic sci-fi adventure series.
Former Earthman Tarl Cabot finds himself in the most
depraved city on Gor. Port Kar is a city of robbers,
brigands, and men without allegiance to any cause or
kingdom where the weak are quickly consumed by
the strong. However, Tarl is able to flourish in the
cutthroat environment of the city, for he is a powerful
Tarnsman used to having his way. He finds that there
is much to learn in Port Kar, where the people are
celebrated for their skill of training their voluptuous
slaves into utter obedience. Rediscover this brilliantly
imagined world where men are masters and women
live to serve their every desire. Raiders of Gor is the
6th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy
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reading the series in any order.

Players of Gor
Explore the counterearth of Gor—where men enslave
women and science fiction and fantasy combine—in
the latest installment of the long-running Gorean
Saga. A mysterious package lies unclaimed
somewhere in the great port of Brundisium, and it is
rumored that its contents could determine the fate of
a world. Whether or not that is true, one thing is
certain: Men and beasts will kill to claim it. Meanwhile,
a young woman, now merchandise, has been brought
to the slave markets of Gor after displeasing a
stranger in her secretarial job back on Earth.
Unbeknownst to her, she holds the key to finding the
elusive package—and changing the course of history
forever. Inspired by works like Edgar Rice Burroughs’s
John Carter of Mars novels and Robert E. Howard’s
Almuric, this adventure series—alternatively referred
to by several names including the Chronicles of
Counter-Earth or the Saga of Tarl Cabot—has earned
a devoted following for its richly detailed world
building, erotic themes, and mash-up of science
fiction, fantasy, history, and philosophy. Plunder of
Gor is the 34th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

Captive of Gor
On the run from a death squad, General Half-Ear lures
his pursuers into the land of the Red Savages on the
planet of Gor. Half-Ear, or Zarendargar, a Kur general
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fallen from favor in the Steel Worlds, now sought by a
death squad of his savage compeers, has determined
to lure his pursuers into the Barrens, the vast prairies
to the east of known Gor, populated by warring tribes
known to Goreans as the Red Savages. He has
arranged matters in such a way that he will be
abetted in his stand against the death squad and its
human allies by a human ally of his own—his former
foe, Tarl Cabot. The ancestors of the Red Savages,
like those of many other Goreans, were brought to
Gor long ago in Voyages of Acquisition by the PriestKings. The Red Savages were settled in an area not
unlike that of their former home, a sweeping, almost
endless grassland, where they tend to continue their
former ways of life—and war. Rediscover this
brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire. Blood Brothers
of Gor is the 18th book in the Gorean Saga, but you
may enjoy reading the series in any order.

Quarry of Gor
Welcome to Gor, a parallel Earth, where social norms
are exotic and the way of life is brutal. In the fifth
book in the Gorean Series, the deadly assassin Kuurus
is intent on a bloody mission of vengeance. His
adventure takes him from the caste of the pleasureslaves, which are rigorously trained in the rules and
techniques of sexual ecstasy, to the brutal arenas
where humans participate in deadly hand-to-hand
combat. He witnesses violence, conflict and
uncertainty, as the inhabitants of Counter-Earth are
forced to confront their destiniesno matter how
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exalted or debased.
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